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Dig Dig Digging Abc
A Green Beret describes the essential skills and tools required
to survive in the wilderness, including reading a compass,
collecting water, signaling for help, and the basics of first aid.
What would you do if your pet ant escaped from her ant farm?
Would you follow her? Even if you had promised your mama
to eat your pie, and drink your milk, and stay in your cozy
burrow? Scritch. Scratch. Scritch. Alfred digs. And digs. And
digs. Where is Itty Bitty? And what will happen when Alfred
ﬁnds her? In this tour de force of a picture book, Lindsay
Barrett George introduces an aardvark (or two), an ant (a
troublemaker, really), and an adventure that takes place in a
dictionary. Where? A dictionary. Read on!
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Race through the alphabet in this action-packed A to Z of
things that go. From ambulances and diggers to yachts and
zooming rockets, this bright and busy book is packed with all
the vehicles that children love!
Two worms who are best friends have fun together as they
tunnel their way through a garden. Includes facts on how
worms help plants grow.
Go, Go, Tractors!
Little Juniper Makes It BIG
Danny the Digger Saves Christmas
The A B C of Mining: A Handbook for Prospectors
Awesome Engines: Big Digger ABC

Jack Truck and his best friend Dump Truck Dan
are spending the day doing their favorite thing...
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Smashing and Crashing throughout the whole
town! Along the way the meet up with their
friends and give us a rollicking tour! But when a
mysterious shadow falls and a strange voice calls,
is the duo in trouble? Or has a new friend come to
town to join in all the smashing fun.
A rhythmic, read-aloud picture book. Perfect for
little dinosaur fans! Mighty Tyrannosaurus loved
stomp, stomp, stomping. Gigantic legs striding,
enormous jaws opening... So stomp,
Tyrannosaurus, stomp! Meet a different dinosaur
on each page, in this bright, bold picture book.
Just right for sharing together. Little ones will love
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looking at the colourful pictures and joining in
with all the great sound and action words! From
the creators of the bestselling Dig Dig Digging
series.
An alphabet book featuring words associated with
gardening, including bulbs, compost, digging,
insects, and weeds.
Dinosaurs from one to ten use construction
equipment to dig, shovel, roll, and scrape as they
build a fun surprise.
The Digging-Est Dog
Dig for Victory
Smash!Crash!
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The Building Blocks of Preschool Success
A Hole Is to Dig

Wham-a-hammer, bam-a-slamma! The construction
crew is back -- but what are they building this time?
Crash-a-rumble! Smash-a-grumble! What's at work?
Here's a clue: It will clear the ground for you.
Bulldozer! Coming through! Diggers, dump trucks,
rollers, and more -- it takes a lot of big, noisy machines
to build a school! Every young child who has ever
gawked at a building site will gravitate to this exciting
new entry in the kid-pleasing Construction Crew series.
Discover the heartwarming story of Danny, a young
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mini excavator struggling to find his place in the busy
winter city construction site, who is about to get the most
important job of all—saving Christmas. The perfect
stocking stuffer for any kid who loves excavators,
backhoe loaders, trenchers, cranes, and mixers, Danny
the Digger Saves Christmas follows the story of a mini
excavator working alongside his family in a big-city
construction site. With a cold, cold winter in full swing,
Danny’s little shovel can’t dig a thing, and he’s left
collecting cones and holding work lamps. But when a
mysterious flying object crash lands in the frozen pond
of a nearby park, little Danny is the only vehicle light
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and quick enough to save the day. Will Danny become
the one who saves Christmas? This children's holiday
book is the perfect gift for anyone who loves
construction sites, big vehicles, fire trucks, and more,
while teaching kids the value and joy of always doing
their best and helping those in need.
Come on a fantastic adventure to the moon and deep
into space! This exciting book is full of amazing
astronauts and super space vehicles. Discover a different
vehicle on each page, from rockets and moon buggies, to
robot rovers, satellites and more. With bright, bold
illustrations and fun, rhyming text, this is perfect for
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sharing and reading aloud. Little ones will love spotting
all the details on each page and joining in with the lively
text; as rockets 'zoom' and satellites 'whizz!' From the
creators of the bestselling Dig Dig Digging.
Mrs. Peanuckle's Vegetable Alphabet introduces babies
and toddlers to a colorful variety of vegetables, from
asparagus to zucchini. Perfect to read aloud, this
vegetable buffet will delight children and parents alike
with its yummy vegetable facts and vibrant illustrations.
Learning the ABCs has never been so delicious! Mrs.
Peanuckle's Vegetable Alphabet is the first in a series of
board books celebrating the joy of nature at home and in
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the backyard, from fresh fruits and vegetables to birds,
bugs, flowers, and trees.
Cement Mixer's ABC
ABC Animal Jamboree
An A to Z of things that go!
Awesome Engines

Bold lions roaring, wrinkly elephants mudwallowing, and stripy zebras fastgalloping are just a few of the wild
animals captured in the rollicking rhymes
of this enchanting picture book.
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‘[An] irresistible account of a child’s
imaginary 8,000-mile journey through the
earth to discover what’s inside. Facts
about the composition of the earth are
conveyed painlessly and memorably.’ —SLJ.
‘An exciting adventure. . . .
Illustrations [by Caldecott Medal winner
Marc Simont] explode with color and
action.’ —CS. Best Books of 1979 (SLJ)
Children's Choices for 1980 (IRA/CBC) A
Reading Rainbow Selection
Renovations are hell. And that's before
you find the body beneath the floorboards.
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An intriguing mystery from a stylish new
voice in crime fiction, for readers of
Kerry Greenwood and Holly Throsby. When
your builder finds bones under the floor
of your heritage home, what do you do? For
TV researcher Poppy McGowan, the first
step is to find out if the bones are human
(which means calling in the cops and
delaying her renovations) or animal (which
doesn't). Unfortunately, 'help' comes in
the form of Dr Julieanne Weaver,
archaeologist, political hopeful, and
Poppy's old enemy. She declares the bones
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evidence of a rare breed of fat-tailed
sheep, and slaps a heritage order on the
site. The resultant archaeological dig
introduces Poppy to Tol Lang, the bestlooking archaeologist she's ever met - and
also Julieanne's boyfriend. When Julieanne
is found murdered in Poppy's house, both
she and the increasingly attractive Tol
are considered suspects - and so Poppy
uses her media contacts and news savvy to
investigate other suspects. Did Julieanne
have enemies in the right-wing Australian
Family Party, for which she was seeking
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preselection, or in the affiliated Radiant
Joy Church? Or at the Museum of New South
Wales, among her rivals and ex-boyfriends?
And who was her secret lover? Can Poppy
save herself, and Tol ... and finally get
her house back? 'Fast, fun and ferocious
in turns' - Candice Fox 'Digging Up Dirt
is a clever, blackly funny murder mystery
of our times' - Petronella McGovern
'Digging UpDirt by Pamela Hart is a great
fun read. I couldn't put this smart,
sparkling mystery down. I can't wait for
book 2 in the Poppy McGowan series' - Anna
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Campbell, bestselling author of the
Dashing Widows series
Explore the animal alphabet from Angelfish
to Zebra in this rhyming romp! Critically
acclaimed team Giles Andreae and David
Wojtowycz have combined the popular poems
of their bestselling picture books
Commotion in the Ocean and Rumble in the
Jungle into one dazzling collection! Also
included are lots of fabulous new verses
and more eye-popping illustrations.
Big Digger Abc
Digging Up Dirt
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Wiggle and Waggle
Activities for Responsive Caregiving
A Gardener's Alphabet
The first three years set the stage for a lifetime of
learning. This book provides more than eighty activities
and experiences to optimize very young children's
intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development,
as well as strategies that support responsive caregiving.
Jean Barbre, EdD, has thirty years of experience working
with children and families as a preschool director,
teacher, therapist, college instructor, national and
international presenter, and guest presenter on public
television.
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Aidan Cassie, the creator of Sterling, Best Dog Ever,
employs her pitch-perfect humor and heartwarming
illustrations here again to help little ones love themselves
at any size in Little Juniper Makes It BIG. What Juniper
lacks in size, she makes up for in heart. And her heart is
dead-set on growing up and getting taller. She's tired of
having to reach for the cookie jar or use a stepping stool
for the toilet. Everything in Juniper's world seems to be
made for adults. Ugh! Juniper is industrious, however,
and builds several silly contraptions to help reach her
goals. But it isn't until she makes a fun new friend at
school, Clove, who is even smaller than Juniper, that she
is able to see her world from a new perspective—and
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appreciate all sizes, big or small.
Written expressly for preschool teachers, this engaging
book explains the "whats," "whys," and "how-tos" of
implementing best practices for instruction in the
preschool classroom. The authors show how to target
key areas of language and literacy development across
the entire school day, including whole-group and smallgroup activities, center time, transitions, and outdoor
play. Detailed examples in every chapter illustrate what
effective instruction and assessment look like in three
distinct settings: a school-based pre-kindergarten, a
Head Start center with many English language learners,
and a private suburban preschool. Helpful book lists,
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charts, and planning tools are featured, including
reproducible materials.
Scorned by his new dog friends because he never
learned to dig, Sam suddenly discovers his inherent dog
talent and turns the countryside into a series of ruts and
holes.
Stomp, Dinosaur, Stomp!
Smart Girls Marry Money
Dig, Dump, Roll
With Audio Recording
Dig Dig Digging ABC
The Awesome, Impossible, Unstoppable Gadget
is an inspiring picture book from Kevin Kelly
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and Rebecca Kelly about incredible inventions
going haywire illustrates that with persistence,
anyone can be awesome, impossible, and
unstoppable. Trixie O’Toole is super-excited to
be at Camp Create, where she can invent
whatever she likes. But when a boy nicknamed
“Professor” von Junk gets all the attention,
Trixie feels left out. Still, she persists in
following her own inspiration. When von Junk’s
Invention Inventor goes out of control,
everyone is horrified. Is Trixie’s own invention
sufficiently awesome, impossible, and
unstoppable to save the day? Trixie’s triumph
will inspire future inventors and mad scientists
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to believe in themselves, and show that all
good ideas deserve a chance. An Imprint Book
“Bold animation-style illustrations bring Camp
C.R.E.A.T.E. and its Gadgets Galore Competition
to life ... An action-packed story.” —Kirkus
Reviews
"How women have been duped into the
romantic dream--and how they're paying for
it"--Jacket.
Dig Dig Digging ABCHenry Holt Books For Young
Readers
This third book in the Kiwis at War series
follows Leith, a young Scots-born lad from
Otago, who has been fighting in Galipoli. Much
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to his disgust, and that of his fellow Otago
Mounted Riflies contingent, after the
evacuation of Galipoli they are merged with
incoming new Maori contingents to become the
'Pioneer Battalion' - buildiing barracks, roads
and digging trenches. There is some
antagonism between the two factions and when
Leith befriends Tamati, a young Maori lad who
has lied about his age to enlist, they are
ridiculed from both sides. But as time goes by
and they are all sent to dig trenches at the
Somme, a grudging respect for each other is
built up amongst the men.
Dinosaur Dig
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Lucy's Picture
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Infants, Toddlers, and Twos
The Great Rift

A kinkajou bear, a sailor and a penguin are joint owners of a
pudding and are always at war with would-be pudding thieves.
Simple rhymes introduce such large vehicles as dump trucks,
fire engines, and tractors, and describe the work that they do.
On board pages.
A rollicking, rhyming early reader about all kinds of tractors!
The team that brought you Go, Go, Cars! and Go, Go, Trucks!
returns with the same vehicle-loving brother and sister duo
discovering all kinds of tractors as they travel along country
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roads, go to the dump, and visit a farm! Young vehicleenthusiasts will take pride in cruising through the simple,
decodable text. Bright, bouncy art will help readers along the
reading journey! Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy
words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to
begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired picture clues
help children decode the story.
An interactive book that features a reusable stick-on bandage
has small children working to soothe the sting of a baby's first
bumps, cuts and scrapes
Zoom, Rocket, Zoom!
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site
How to Dig a Hole to the Other Side of the World
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Miss Bindergarten Takes a Field Trip with Kindergarten
Creature ABC

What's that Bang! Boom! Roar!? A busy crew of dinosaurs!
Engines fire, swing that hammer, Cover your ears—it's quite
a clamor! But keep those eyes open wide, Because the
alphabet hides inside. Find each letter—wait, there's more!
Big trucks, cool tools, and surprises galore! Cool hard-hat
dinosaurs jam-pack this rhyming alphabet picture book by
New York Times bestselling author Nate Evans and
Stephanie Gwyn Brown, brought to life by Christopher
Santoro's hilarious and energetic illustrations. Kids will love
looking for the hidden letters on each page and finding the
visual jokes that lead to a supersilly surprise ending.
Construction work may be
tough, but even dinos love a little
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monkey business!
"The A B C of Mining: A Handbook for Prospectors" by
Charles A. Bramble. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Alphabet book featuring two wildlife photographic portraits for
each creature, offering an up-close view of the animal
kingdom.
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From the creators of the bestselling Dig Dig Digging comes
the ultimate book of things that go! This bright and busy
picture book is packed with all the vehicles little ones love,
from diggers and fire engines to spaceships and underwater
robots. Margaret Mayo's lively, rhythmic text is perfect for
reading aloud, while Alex Ayliffe's bold and colourful
illustrations bring each mega machine to life in glorious detail.
With one vehicle for every letter from A to Z, this is an exciting
introduction to the alphabet and the perfect picture book for
machine-mad little ones.
Choo Choo Clickety-Clack!
Emergency!
Dig Dig Digging
Hawke's Green Beret Survival Manual
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Essential Strategies For: Shelter and Water, Food and Fire,
Tools and Medicine, Navigation and Signa
Written by the author of the New York Times
bestselling Goodnight, Goodnight Construction
Site children's book series. More than two
million Goodnight, Goodnight Construction
Site books have sold across the series. From
the author of the best-selling, #1 New York
Times Best-selling book Goodnight, Goodnight
Construction Site, this new alphabet concept
board book features the same characters as
the original, but is written for a younger
audience. This lyrical story helps toddlers
sing along with Cement Mixer, who churns out
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a rollicking alphabet rhyme while he shows
Bulldozer that work can be fun and teaches
little readers the words of the construction
site, from A to Z. Work is always lighter
when there is someone by your side to sing
along! Teaches children about friendship,
teamwork, and the alphabet. Features
characters from the original book. • Teaches
toddlers their ABCs • Kids learn about
teamwork • Story highlights the value of
friendship Fans of Mighty, Mighty
Construction Site, Dump Truck's Colors, and
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site and
Steam Train, Dream Train Board Books Boxed
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Set will love this book by author Sherri
Duskey Rinker and illustrator Ethan Long. •
Perfect book for parents, grandparents,
caregivers, teachers, and librarians to read
to kids • Makes a great baby shower gift or
birthday present for small children. • A
great addition to the Goodnight, Goodnight
Construction Site book series
Boats, trains, cars, and planes; bikes, buses
and balloons, soar and race, taking people to
faraway places. Bounce, zoom and rattle in
this bright, playful book jam-packed with
vehicles of all shapes and sizes.
The all-time classic picture book, from
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generation to generation, sold somewhere in
the world every 30 seconds! Have you shared
it with a child or grandchild in your life?
For the first time, Eric Carle’s The Very
Hungry Caterpillar is now available in e-book
format, perfect for storytime anywhere. As an
added bonus, it includes read-aloud audio of
Eric Carle reading his classic story. This
fine audio production pairs perfectly with
the classic story, and it makes for a
fantastic new way to encounter this famous,
famished caterpillar.
Lucy's grandfather is blind, so she decides
to make him a picture with twigs, feathers,
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velvet and sand, so that he can feel it with
his fingers.
Alfred Digs
Being the Adventures of Bunyip Bluegum and
His Friends Bill Barnacle & Sam Sawnoff
The Magic Pudding
ROAR!
Bang! Boom! Roar! A Busy Crew of Dinosaurs

What is a hole? A hole is when you step in it you go
down A hole is for a mouse to live in. And, of course,a
hole is to dig. This is the funniest book of definitions
you'll ever read!
The Great Rift is a sweeping history of the intertwined
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careers of Dick Cheney and Colin Powell, whose rivalry
and conflicting views of U.S. national security color our
political debate to this day. Dick Cheney and Colin
Powell emerged on the national scene more than thirty
years ago, and it is easy to forget that they were once
allies. The two men collaborated closely in the successful
American wars in Panama and Iraq during the
presidency of George H. W. Bush--but from this
pinnacle, conflicts of ideology and sensibility drove them
apart. Returning to government service under George W.
Bush in 2001, they (and their respective allies within the
administration) fell into ever-deepening antagonism over
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the role America should play in a world marked by
terrorism and other nontraditional threats. In a wideranging, deeply researched, and dramatic narrative,
James Mann explores each man’s biography and
philosophical predispositions to show how and why this
deep and permanent rupture occurred. Through dozens
of original interviews and surprising revelations from
presidential archives, he brings to life the very human
story of how this influential friendship turned so sour
and how the enmity of these two powerful men colored
the way America acts in the world.
Rescue vehicles race to help during a variety of
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emergencies.
Miss Bindergarten and her kindergarteners are stepping
out of the classroom and going to all sorts of places.
Franny gets to decorate a cake at the bakery, Jessie
learns to Stop, Drop, and Roll at the fire station, Patricia
gets to push the mail at the post office, and all of the
kindergarteners read colorful picture books at the
library! They even have time to play at the park and
have a picnic. Miss Bindergarten's kindergarten is
having so much fun!
Mrs. Peanuckle's Vegetable Alphabet
Dick Cheney, Colin Powell, and the Broken Friendship
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That Defined an Era
1916
The Awesome, Impossible, Unstoppable Gadget
Kiss the Boo-boo
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